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Objective
The Artreach India teaching fellowship is one such unique art programme
which connects the artists and the community where art not only
becomes one of the major tools for interaction but also have a deep
impact on every individual’s growth. The programme has a specific goal of
selecting an artist-educator to mentor a group of young children from
shelter homes interested in art by teaching a foundation course in arts
over a period of nine months. Alongside this, the programme also
introduces the participants to the world of art & artists by showing them
audio-visual presentations, discussions, visiting exhibitions, art fairs,
museums and other art institutions.
This programme then concludes in an open day exhibition displaying the
artworks made by the participants accompanied by a catalogue and a
video that becomes a resource for those interested in education and the
arts.

Structure

I began the Artreach teaching fellowship with a clearly structured
workshop plan focusing majorly on learning by doing, learning by seeing
and learning by knowing. Each workshop also introduced in a very simple
way the elements and principles of art by learning time tested techniques
and methods of drawing, painting and sculpting. Each workshop resulted
in a complete work and the emphasis was to make the participants
understand the idea of creativity as a continuous process and not only a
finished product.
Before I began the workshop I spent a lot of time making dozens of plan
charts to figure out which combination of methods and ideas would best
suit the present purpose. I also tried to incorporate different ideas and
forms as represented by various artists throughout the history of world
art and tried to experiment with these ideas in a new way. For instance
combining the western tradition of realistic ‘portrait’ painting was
painted in flat bold colour shapes like we see in the Indian miniature
paintings and composed in the vertical hanging scroll format of the
Chinese landscape paintings.

Strategy
Each day of the workshop was planned in a way that the learning of the
day would culminate in an artwork. Some works were complete in one
day whereas some works like the canvas scroll paintings stretched for a
few weeks and each day one part of the painting would be completed.
This made the task less daunting and easy to comprehend. Combined
together all the works eventually represented the participant’s unique
creative potential.
By focusing on learning by doing in comparison to learning by knowing
the participants spent hours making things, playing with materials, and
creating amazing number of artworks that will fill an entire gallery.
Instead of teaching a given art style in a given medium I encouraged the
participants to develop faith in their own decisions , make choices,
experiment while learning and most of all enjoy the process of creation
by boldly facing their fears and doubts. In the process I realised that some
of these children were already very confident and had been regularly
engaged with painting, drawing and other crafts outside the workshops
and they would regularly bring these works to show me with great
excitement. As usual there were also a few children who were fearful or
lethargic to sit and complete a work. My biggest concern was to notice
these behavioural tendencies and help each one of them get to the same
level of performance not by hand holding them but by making them easy
with whatever they were able to do. The biggest hindrance that makes an
artist unproductive or lose interest halfway through a work is not lack of
knowledge or skill but unnecessary self-doubt and this is the biggest
hindrance on has to learn to fight.

The basic art kit
At the very beginning of the programme a basic art folio was provided to
each participating artist that included a sketchbook, a cross-ruled note
book variety of drawing and painting materials nicely organised in a
handy kit. This kit became their on the go art studio and the participants
loved to take it along wherever they went to continue sketching, drawing
and collecting ideas.
No home task was given to the participants but I tried to motivate every
participant to use these sketchbooks and notebooks as their personal
diaries where they can write, draw, doodle, paste and note down
anything that comes to their mind. I was amazed that most of them loved
filling up their diaries with all kinds of amazing stuff.

We also had loads of common art material like a roll of canvas, roll of
paper, color papers, plaster, empty boxes etc to use randomly to make

various things in between our regular workshops. This endless supply of
material which one can use without any constraint gave the children a
tremendous amount of freedom to play with materials and getting
immersed in the magic of making.

Learning resources
The major learning resources apart from the regular art materials were
many day to day objects easily available from the surroundings like
vegetables in the kitchen, foot-wears , furniture, corners in and around
the Udyan ghar care home, waste packaging materials like carton boxes
collected from a friend’s office and of course the big bountiful nature. I
also took my personal collection of images, videos and books to show to
the children during the workshops.

The main site of the second teaching fellowship programme 2016-17 was
the Jagshanti Udayan Ghar in Greater Noida where all the 19 participants
from six different Udayan care homes gathered to attend the two days art
workshops once in a month from August 2016 up to April 2017. The
architecture of the Jagshanti Udayan ghar is worth elaborating.

A distinctively noticeable three-storey building with an open brick facade
became crucial in generating a lot of new ideas and activities that brought
to this year’s programme a totally unique force. The home has beautifully
designed large indoor and outdoor spaces that were used for different
purposes ranging from an open air class room to an expansive art studio
and as well as a dynamic installation site. The house also had a multi-level
floor plan of the home that interweaves different working and living areas
in a very playful way. It was fun to discover that one can climb up the
spiral staircase from the backyard garden and reach the kitchen on the
first floor which then connected to the dining area and back to the central

space. The kitchen-cum-dining was not only a space to have food but an
interesting place to chat and know my students in a totally new way. It is
here that I noticed how proactive and concerned all the students were
while serving food to everyone residing in the home. They took special
care that I was never sitting alone on the table while having my lunch or
dinner and made sure that I was accompanied by a number of other
students who were always excited to share with me so many different
things about their life and friends. The heart of the Jagshanti home was of
course the open courtyard in the centre of the house that opened to the
sky. It not only connected each and every room in the building but also
the lives of all the residents. The courtyard was the most active & vibrant
space which opened a new world of possibilities and interaction explored
during this programme.

Generally speaking everybody would also expect to hear from me the
problems that I might have faced while working with the children living in
shelter homes. Truly speaking for this entire duration of the programme I
never ever felt that I was not in my own home. I saw so much love, caring,
sharing and concern in all the residents and staff of Udayan care. The
infrastructure and the day to day facilities were more than pleasing, the
constant support and extended help that I received from so many people
made this fellowship totally barrier free . The absolute synergy that was
created with the untiring efforts of the super enthusiastic Deeksha and
highly dedicated person Dr. Kiran Modi made this a wonderful experience
for all of us.
I am happy that my involvement with this programme could cross the
boundaries of a teacher-student relationship and develop a friendship
with many of the young aspirants. One night after dinner when I was
resting a girl participant came to my room and started talking to me
about her dreams and anxieties of becoming a fashion designer, getting
admission in one of the reputed fashion institutes in the city and was
always praising me for being an inspiration in her life. I was humbled
when I heard my students speak up with such deep and profound
understanding of life, people and art. I am happy to know that this
student finally could get admission in NIFT Mumbai this year.
One of the biggest achievements of this programme I think is that it
added so much value to our lives, made it richer, happier and stronger
than before. As an artist I have always felt the value that art have added
to my life and made me dream of places that never existed before and
how easily I could create a world of my own that gave me all the energy
and strength to face life with boldness and courage. As a teacher I

realised it deeply that art is a powerful tool and can benefit our society in
a meaningful way. Hence we need to make consistent efforts to spread
art to each and every corner of our country.
I am hopeful that Artreach India will inspire many more people to
contribute to this larger vision of bring the community closer to art.
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